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vVe study a new data set of d ividend derivatives wit h mat urit ies up to 10 
years across three world regions: the US, Europe, and Japa n. \Ve use t hese 
a..9set pricPA9 to construct equity yields , analogous t o bond yields . \Ve de-
compose the equity yields t o obtain a t erm structure of expected dividend 
gro·wth rates and a term struct ure of risk premia, which decomposes the 
equity risk premium by ma turity. \Ve find that t he slope of the t erm st ruc-
ture of r isk premia is pro-cyclical, \vhereas t he slope of t he t erm st ructure 
of expected dividend growth rat es is counter-cyclical. T he comovement of 
yields across regions is on average higher for long-ma turity yields t han for 
short-maturity yields, where.as the variation in this com ovement is much 
higher for short-m at urity yields . 
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There e..xists a large literature studying fluctuations of, and the information contained 
m, the term structures of nominal and real interest rates. 1 At each point in time, t hese 
term structures smmnari:te pricing information of either nominal or real claims ·with dif-
ferent maturit ies. In this paper, vve study a novel t erm structure of a..;;sets that are d irect 
claims to future dividends paid by firms to shareholders. Our dat a set is ava ilable a t a 
daily frequency with maturities up to 10 years , with 1-year increments. Dased on t hese 
dividend a..;;sets, we construct a term structure of equity yields that are a nalogous to real 
and nomina l bond yields. T he key difference between dividend asset s and either nominal 
or real bonds is that t he final payoff of d ividend assets is variable whereas the payoff of 
nominal and real bonds is fixed in nominal a nd re-al terms, respectively. In t his paper, \ve 
explore t he information contained in equity yields across three major equity market s: the 
US, Europe, and .Japan. 
The equity yield a t time t with maturity n can be written a..s t he sum of t hree com-
p onents. It consist s of the nominal bond yield with maturity n , plus a maturity-specific 
risk premium that inveBtors require for holding dividend risk, minus the expected divi-
dend growt h ra t e, which represents the average expected dividend growth over the next n 
p eriods. Iligher discounting increa..ses the yield, wherea..s higher expected dividend grmvth 
lowers t he yield.2 
Dividend a..ssets, a lso called dividend strips , are generally t raded in fut ures or swap 
markets, not in spot markets. Spot prices and futures prices are linked t hrough bond 
priceB. Assuming no-arbitrage, we can replace spot prices 'vith fut ures prices in our 
computations to obtain forward equity yields , denoted by e{n, which do not depend on 
then-year bond yield. The forward equity yield is simply equal to t he difference between 
the maturity-specific dividend risk premium, which we denote by Bt,n, and the average 
n-year expected dividend growt h rate 9t,n : 
ef t.n 
'-V.,/ 
n-yC' ..a r for ward equity yield 
fhn 
~ 
risk premium 
~ 
expected dividend growth 
(1) 
This implies that, by definition , forward equity yields must eit her predict dividend growth 
rates or excess returns (in excess of bonds) on dividend asset s, or both. A high (low) value 
of the forward equity yield implieB that t he risk premium is high (low) or that t he e..xpected 
1See Singlet on (1980), Singleton (198:3), Fama and Bliss (1987), Piazzesi (2001), Ang aml Piazzesi 
(2003), Ang a nd Monika Piazzesi (2006), Cochrane and Piazzesi (2005), Ludvigson and Ng (2009), Duffee 
(2011), among many others. 
2There is a straightforward ana logy with nomina l and real bond yield. T he difference between nominal 
and r t>.a l bond yields is expected inflation and the infla tion r isk premium. Simila rly, the difference between 
equity yields and nominal homl y iel&:; is expeeted dividend growth aml t he div iderul risk pr emium. 
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dividend gro-wth rate is lmv (high). This makeB forward equity yields natural candidateB 
to forecast dividend grmvt h across various maturitieB. \Ve find that forward equity yields 
fluctuate st rongly over time, for all maturi t ies, and for all geographic regions . T hese fluc-
tuations are due to both expected dividend growth variation and risk premium variation. 
Particularly during t he great recession, 1-year forward equity yields turn strongly positive 
\vith values above :30% for the US, and values above 50% for Europe a nd Japan. \Ve find 
tha t for all regions, expected dividend growth rates were low (negative) and risk premia 
were high during this period . 
This paper is the first to compute and analy~e t he behavior of the term structure of 
equity yields. Our new data set allows us t o make two important additional contribut ions 
to the a.<>set pricing literat ure. First, risk pricing across maturitiPB h a.<> recent ly received 
a lot of attent ion. Important contributions in t his literature are Lettau and \Vachter 
(2007) and Ilansen , Ileaton , and Li (2008). In a recent paper, Dinsbergen , Drandt, and 
Koijen (2011) show that, unconditionally, risk premia are high for short-maturity dividend 
strips, which seems pu~~ling for several leading a.<>set pricing models. In t his paper, we 
study the t ime variation in risk pricing (risk premia) across maturities. \Ve find t hat the 
slope of t he t erm st ructure of the dividend risk premium moves in a strongly pro-cyclical 
fashion . That is, long-maturity risk premia are higher than short-maturity risk premia 
during expansions and lmver during recessions . The opposite holds for the slope of the 
t erm structure of expected dividend grmvth rates, which moves in a strongly counter-
cyclical fashion. Further , t he volat ility of risk premia is decre..asing \vith maturity. lienee, 
our paper contributes to a large litera t ure documenting tha t the equity risk premium 
fluctuates over time. :l \Ve use equity yields to study whether the risk premium variation 
is largely driven by short- or long-maturity variation in risk premia, and conclude it is 
the former. 
Second, we st udy the degree of comovement of dividend future ret urns a cross regions 
and compare it to the comovement in index returns across regions. On average, short-
maturity dividend strip returns comove less compared to index returns, but the t ime 
variation in this comovement is much higher. The average correlat ion of the 2-year divi-
dend future returns across regions is only 0.4, but increa.<>es to 0.8 in 2008. The correlation 
b etween the index returns across the three regions is on average higher than the dividend 
futures returns , but does not change a.<> much over time. \Ve a lso study the time varia tion 
in t.he CAPlVI beLas of t.he 2-.year and t.he G-.vear di vidend fut.ures reLurns. \Ve find t.hat. 
these beta.<> are strongly time varying, and this time-variation is decrea.<>ing with maturity. 
·
1See for inst.anee Fama and Freneh (1988), Coehrane (1D91), Coehrane (2008), Lettau a nd Van 
::.Jieuwerb urgh (2008), and Bins bergen and Koijen (2010). 
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The CAPM beta.'l increase substantially during; the great recession. In summary, dividend 
futures seem to have large time variation in t heir eomovement with each other as well 
&'l \vit h asset markets in general, providing; an interesting; avenue for future rese~rch &'l 
to why these assets have such high risk premia. In this \vay, we extend t he lit erature 
on comovement across regions, see for instance Forbes a nd R.ig;obon (2002) , by study-
ing; \vhether claims to short-maturity or long-maturity ca.'lh flows tend to comove more 
strongly. 
To construct the prices of d ividend &'lsets and (forward) equity yields, we use a new 
data set on dividend futures prices vvith maturities up to 10 years . An index dividend 
future is a standardi:6ed contract where at a future time '1', the owner pays t he futureB 
price, which is determined today, and receives the index dividends paid during; calenda r 
year T. Our daily data set covers t he time period between October 2002 and April 
2011 and comes from DNP Pariba.'l and Goldman Sachs who are importa nt players in 
the market for dividends. These banks have provided us with their proprietary dividend 
databaseB, vvhich they use firm-vvide both as a pricing; source and to mark the internal 
trading; books to the market. Defore 2008, index dividend futureB and swa ps were t raded 
in over-the-counter (OTC) markets . Since 2008, dividend futures are exd1ang;e-traded for 
several major indexes in an increa.sing;ly liquid market . Although the available sample 
is short , \Ve do have informat ion across t hree major economic regions \vhich allows us t o 
increa.c;e the power of our statistical tests. 
1 Defining Equity Yields 
An index dividend future is a standardi:6ed contract where, at maturity, the buyer pays 
the futures price, which is determined today, and t he seller pays the dollar amount of 
dividends during; a certain calendar year. Take for example the 2019 dividend futureB 
contract on the D.J Eurostox.-x 50 index, which on Octob er 1:3th 2010 t raded for 108.2:3 
E uros . On the t hird Friday of December 2019, the buyer of the futures contract will pay 
108.23 Euros, and the seller of the futureB contract will pay the cash dividend amount on 
the Eurostox.-x 50 index that ha.'l b een paid out bet\veen the t hird Friday in December of 
2018 and the third Frid a,Y' in December of 2019. The contract is settled based on t he sum 
of all dividends paid throughout t he year, and there is no reinvest ment of the dividends 
in t he contract. 
Let D t+n denote the stod1a.stic dividend paid out in n years from today 's date t and 
let 9t,n denote the average per-period expected growth rate of dividends over the next n 
p eriods: 
1 
g = -Et. t,n n (2) 
Then the present value .Pt,n of Dt+n is given by: 
(3) 
\vhich defines the (geometric) discount rate f-tt ,n· Dy splitting the discount rate into the 
nominal bond yield for period n , denoted by Yt,rn and a risk premium Bt,n that compensateB 
investors for dividend risk for maturity n, we can rewrite equation (:3) a..;;: 
.Pt.n = lJtexp ( n(gt.n - Yt.n - Bt.n )) . 
' ' . . 
(4) 
The equity yield at t ime t 'vith maturity n is then defined liS: 
1 ( Dt) 
-ln -p. = Yt.n + Bt.n - 9t.n-n . . . t,n 
T he expression above shows t hat the equity yield consists of three components. It consists 
of t he nominal bond yield Yt,n , a m aturity-specific risk premium Bt,n that investors require 
for holding div idend risk , and t he expected dividend growth ra t e 9t,ru \vhich represents 
the average expected dividend growth over t he next n periods. Ceteris paribus, a higher 
expected dividend growth rate makes the price Pt,n higher compared to the current level 
of dividends lJt. This results in a lower equity yield.4 
In pract ice, the contracts we study are quoted not in terms of the "spot'' pnce Pt,n , 
but in terms of t he futures (or for\vard) price, which we will denote by F't.n. Under no 
arbitrage , the spot price and t he fonvard price are linked through t he nominal bond yield:·5 
f't,n = Pt,ne xp(nYt,n)· (5) 
4In t.he ref>i. of this pa per we study log yields, log exeess r eturns and log dividend grm\i.h rates. One may 
he worried that. some of our preclietahilit.y results are driven hy time-varying v olatility. Our conclusions 
remain unaltered if instead of geometric: yields and growth rates -..ve use ar it.hmetie ones (no logs). T he 
suiimla ry st.atist.ies aml prediet.ive regressions for a rit.hmetie growth ratf'A'i and yields a re indwled in t.he 
appendix. 
r.This no-arbitrage relationship holds for non-clividend p;tying assets . At. first. s ight. this may he eon-
fusing, as t.he foeus of the pa per is on dividends. The index does indeed pay dividemls, and therefore 
futures on the index are affected by these dividend payments . However , t.he fut.mes eont.ra.et.s we study 
are not. index fut ures, hut. d ividend futures. These dividend futures have t.he dividend paym ent s as their 
underlying, not. t.he index value. As d ividemls themselves do not. pay clividemls, equation (;')) is t.he 
appropriate formula . 
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\Ve then define the forward equity yield e{n &'l: 
1 ( Dt) 
-ln -.-. 
n Ft,n 
= Bt,n - 9t,n· (6) 
The forward equity yield is equal t o the difference bet ween the risk premium and the 
expected dividend grmvth rate. If t he forvvard equity yield is h igh, t his eit her implies that 
risk premia are high or that expected dividend growth rates are low. 
Next, we derive the investment strat egy t hat is required to e.arn the risk premmm 
Bt,n- It can be earned by buying (going long in) t he n-period fonvard contract at time t, 
holding it until maturity t +nand collecting the dividends at period t + n. The n-period 
log return on t his strategy is given by : 
rf!t_, = ln (~+n) = ln ( lJ~+n) + ln (~') 
t,n t t,n 
(7) 
Decause the forward price is known a t time t , but paid at time t + n, this is a :.-;ero-cost 
strategy, and no money is exchanged at time t. The expected return on this stra t egy is 
given by : 
[ 1J J [ (l)t+n) ( l)t )] Et r t+n = E t ln ---ys; + ln Ft,n = nBt,n· 
As with all forward and futures contracts, the replicating strategy of t his derivative IS 
to borrmv in then-year bond market, buy the &'lset (dividend strip) in t he spot market , 
collect t he payoff (dividend ) at maturity a nd use the proceeds t o pay off the bond . Because 
this replicating strategy involveB shorting the n-year bond, investors forego t he n-year 
bond risk premium. T his will lead t o a different risk premium Bt,n compared to t he risk 
premium that an investor would e.arn in the d ividend strip spot m arket (see for e..xample 
Dinsbergen, Drandt , and Koijen (2011) ). 6 Further, Bt.n is the risk premium earned when 
the investment hori:.-;on is equal to the maturity of the futures contract n . So, for e..xample, 
if n equals Lwo years, Lhen Bt,n is Lhe average annua l risk premium earned when buying 
and hold ing the futures contract for 2 years and collecting the dividend at maturity. 
6In addition, Bins bergen, Brandt., and K oijen (2011) report. simple returns instead of log returns. 
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2 Data and Summary Statistics 
2.1 Choice of Stock Indices 
\Ve focus our analysis on the dividends of three major stock indices repre.senting three 
vmrld regions: the US, Europe, and Japan. For Europe , we use the EurostoJCx 50 Index. 
This index is a le..ading blue-chip index for t he Euro~one . T he index covers 50 stocks from 
12 Euro~one cmmtries: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland , 
Italy, Luxembourg, t he Netherlands, Portugal, and Spa in traded on the Eurex. In Febru-
ary 2011, t he index has a market capitali~ation of 2 Trillion Euros (2.8 Trillion dollars) 
and c..aptures a pproximately 60% of the free float market capitali~ation of t he EurostoJCx 
Totall\h rket Index (Tl\H), vvhich in t urn covers a pproximately 95% of the free float mar-
ket capitali~ation of the represented countries. As such , t he index is fairly representative 
for the euro area deBpite the fa ct that it only includes 50 stocks. For Japan, we focus 
on the Nikkei 225 indede, which is the major stock index for t he Tokyo Stock Exchange 
in Japan . The Nikkei 225 has a market capitali~ation of over 2 Tr illion dollars. It is 
comprised of 225 blue chip stocks on t he Tokyo Stock Exchange. Finally, \Ve use the S&P 
500 index for the US. The S&P 500 is a c..apitali~ation-vveighted index of the prices of 
500 large-cap common stocks actively traded in the United States. T he stocks included 
in the S&P 500 are those of large publicly-held companies that trade on one of t he two 
largest American stock market exchangeB; the NYSE and the NASDAQ. The market cap-
itali~ation is just over 12 Trillion dollars. As a com parison, the S&P1500 index, which 
also indudeB mid-cap and small-ca p compa nies, has a market c..apitali~ation of about 1:3 
Trillion dollars, suggesting that t he S&P 500 index is a representative indede for the US 
economy. 
2.2 Equity Yields 
The market for dividend products 1s relatively young and start ed around the turn of 
t he millennium. \Vith incre..ased t rading activity in options , forwards , and structured 
products, dividend exposures increased on ba nks' balance sheet s. T his exposes banks 
to dividend risk, t he risk between ant icipated and a ctual dividends. Ot her t han banks , 
hedge funds and pension funds are important participant s in t his market . Most of the 
trading in dividends occurs in the over-the-counter (OTC) market . Since mid 2008, how-
ever , exchange-traded d ividend futures markets have started; first in Europe and later in 
6 
.Japan. 7 
The current si:.-;e of the e..xchange-t raded d ividend futureB market is substantial, par-
ticula rly in Europe, with a total open interest of $10 billion for t he Eurostox.x 50 index. 
This is in addition to a large OTC market. For e..xample, by mid October 2010, the open 
interest in t he exchange- t raded Dec 2010 dividend futures cont ract on t he Eurostox.x 50 
\vas $1.7 billion. The open interest in the Dec 2011 contract ;vas $2.5 billion . The open 
interest decreases for longer mat urity contra cts, but even t he Dec 2019 cont ract has a 200 
million dollar open interest. 
The pay-off of a contract is t he sum of the declared ord inary gross dividends on index 
constituents that go ex-dividend during a given year. Special or extraordinary dividends 
are excluded. 8 Cont racts are cash-settled a t the expiration date and there are no interim 
cash flows. So, for example, the payoff of the 2019 dividend fut ures contract on the 
Eurostoxx 50 index is t he declared ordinary gross d ividends on index c ..onsti tuent s that 
go ex-dividend bet;veen the third Friday of December of 2018 and t he third Friday of 
December in 2019. 
To compute daily d ividends , we obtain daily ret urn data wit h and without distri-
butions (dividends) from S&P index services for t he S&P 500 index. \Ve use Global 
Financial Data and Bloomberg to obtain the same obj ects for the Eurostox.x 50 index 
and the Nikkei 225 index. Cash dividends are t hen computed as t he difference between 
the return vdth d istributions and t he return without, multiplied by t he lagged value of 
the index. As t he d ividend futureB priceB are baqed on a full calendar year of dividends , 
;ve use the paqt year of dividends as t he numerator in equation (6). For example, if we 
;vant to compute the equity yields on October 15th 2010, we use a s the numerator the 
sum of the dividends paid out between October 16t h 2009 and October 15th 2010. This 
also reduces concerns related t o seasona l effects, aq both the dividend futures price and 
the current dividend level refer to a whole year of dividends. 
2.2.1 Equity yields of the S&P 500 
The fonvard equity yields for t he S&P 500 index between October 2002 and April 2011 
are plotted in Figure 1. The four lines in each graph represent the yields for four different 
7Exeha nge-t.raded divideml fut ures ar e also available for the FTSE 100 index in the United Kingdom, 
the HSI and HSCEI indiePA'i in Hong Kong, for the AEX indP.x in the ::--.ret.herlands, aml for Russia n 
energy compa nies. F ina lly, indivi1lual st.oek dividend fut.mes are a lso a.va.ilahle tor all eonst.it.uent.s of the 
E mm;t.oxx ;)() index and 1:_~ UK underlyings. 
1\ )ver time, the sha re of speeia.l divi dends a.s a. fra.et.ion of t otal 1lividends, ha .. s 1leereased and is 
negligible for the sample period that. we eon .. <iider, see DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner (2000). 
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hori:.-;ons: 1, 2, 5, and 7 years. The graph shmvs that bet·ween 200:3 and 2007, shor t-
maturity yields \vere lmver than long-mat urity yields. During the financial crisis this 
pattern reversed and short-maturity yields sharply increased compared to long-mat urity 
yields. Ilmvever, long-maturity yields also incre..ased substantially during t his period. This 
implies that expected growth rates went down and/ or risk premia went up, both for the 
short run and the long run. 
The 1-ye..ar forward equity yield for the S&P 500 index displays a double peak, the first 
occurring on December 15th 2008 and the second occurring on 1\farch 4th of 2009, with 
values of 29.:3% a nd :35.5%, respectively. During this sample period, the S&P 500 index 
level exhibits a double dip, but t he troughs occurred on November 20th 2008, with a level 
of 752.44 and f\larch 5th with an index level of 682.55. On March 4th, the 2-, 5-, and 7-ye..ar 
yields have values of 29.6%, 10.6% and 6.9% respectively. Finally, a very st eep increa...;;e in 
the 1-year rate occurred in October 2008 when the rate increased from 6.6% on October 
1st to 28.0% on October 30th. Interestingly, the S&P 500 index level during this period 
only dropped from 1161.1 on October 1st to 954.1 on October :30th, which is substantially 
higher than its t\vo troughs of 752.44 and 682.55. Long-mat urity yields increa...;;e further 
between October :30th 2008 and November 20th 2008 when t he index dropped another 22% 
from 968.8 to 752.44, but short-mat urity yields, stay roughly constant . This suggests that 
during the month of October 2008 predominantly short-term expectations were adjusted 
downwards, wherea...;; in November, financial market participants reali:t;ed that t he financial 
crisis wa...;; going to la...;;t a long time. 
2.2.2 Equity yields of the Eurostoxx 50 Index 
In Figure 2, we plot the forward equity yields for the Eurostox..-x: 50 index. As before, the 
four lines in each graph represent four hori:t;ons: 1, 2, 5, and 7 years . The peak of the 
1-year yield occurs on March :30th 2009 with a yield of 53.4%. Similar to the S&P 500 
index, the peak of the 1-year yield occurred after the trough of the index level, \Vith the 
latter occurring on March 9th 2009, when the index value hit 1810 Euros. Compared to 
the troughs of the S&P 500 index, the troughs of the Eurostox..-x: 50 index occurred later, 
both for the index and for the 1-year yield. As with the S&P 500 index, there is one 
particular period of a very steep increase for the 1-year yield. Between October 1st and 
October 24th 2008 this yield incre..ased from 8.8% to 50.5%. 
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2.2.3 Equity yields of the Nikkei 225 
In Figure 3, we plot the forward equity yields for the Nikkei 225 index The peak of 
the 1-year yield occurs on March 25th 2009 with a value of 58 .5%. The index reached 
its t rough on !\larch lOth 2009 with an index level of 7055.0, >vhich (like the other two 
indices) is before the 1-year yield reached its peak. 
Detween October 1st and October :30th 2008, the 1-ye.-ar equity yield increa..sed from 
5.6% to 29.6%. Apart from this steep increase, there is no particular period over whid1 the 
yield increased abruptly and the yield drift s up,vard gradually t o its peak of 58.5%. There 
is also a marked increase by the end of the sample a..s a consec:~.uence of the eart hquake 
and tsunami in March 2011 as furt her discussed in Section 7.:3. 
2.2.4 Summary statistics of the forward equity yields for all three markets 
\Ve report in Table 1 t he summary statistics of the forward equity yields for all three 
indices and for 7 maturities. The average 1-year yield is highest for Europe (2.4%) and 
lowest for Japan (-3.6%). The average 1-year yield for the US is -2.8%. The average 
7-year yield is -2.5% for t he US, -2.4% for Japan and 0.7% for Europe. 
The volatilities of the yields decline monotonically with maturity for all three indices, 
similar to bond yields (see for instance Dai and Singleton (20o:3)) . The volatility of yields 
is highest for Japan and lowest for the US at all mat urities. Furt her, over this sample 
p eriod the yields are positively skewed, which is largely driven by the large positive 
numbers during; t he financial crisis. 
2.3 Bond Yields 
\Ve use monthly Fama-Dliss bond yields with maturities of 1, ... , 5 years from t he Center 
for R.eseard1 in Securi ty Prices (CR.SP ). For real yields and credit spreads, we use data 
from t he Doard of Governors of the Federal Reserve Syst em. !l 
3 Cornovernent 
First, we study the comovement between the d ividend futures returns across regions and 
compare this \vith the comovement in index returns across regions. Let H.:,n denote the 
(excess) return at time ton t he dividend futures wit h maturity n in region i . \Ve start by 
computing; rolling; 24-month correla tions between each of t he regions. Let p!f., denote the 
9See http:/ / www .federalreserve.gov / eeonresda ta/ research data. htm. 
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rolling correlation bet·ween region i and region j, using monthly data between time t - 2:3 
and t , for d ividend futures returns with m aturity n .10 Because we have t hree regions, 
\Ve have three correlation me-asures : (1) the correlation between the US and Europe, (2) 
the correlation bet ween the US and Japan, and (:3) the correla tion between .Japan and 
Europe. At each time t , we take the simple average of these three correlations a.•:; a n 
aggregate measure of comovement. 
u s .eur- us.j<Lp eu r-. j <Lp 
Pn,i + Pn,i + Pn,t · Pn,t = --'--------'-;-3 ___ _:__ (8) 
Figure 4 plots Pn,t for n = 2 and 5 ye.ars as 'vell a.-; for the index returns. The figure 
shows that on average the comovement in 2-year dividend futures returns across regions 
is lower than that of the 5-year dividend futures returns, which in turn is lower than the 
comovement of the indices. However, during t he great recession, the comovement in 2-
year dividend futures increases the most , and reaches the same level a..'l the comovement in 
index returns. This suggests that , during bad aggregate economic states, short-maturity 
claims strongly comove across markets. Long-mat uri ty claims, such as the aggregate stock 
market, are highly correlated during recessions as well as expansions. 
Second, we st udy the comovement between dividend futures returns and t heir corre-
sponding index returns . \Ve compute CAPlVI beta..'l for the 2-year and 5-year dividend 
futures returns for each region by regressing d ividend futureB returns ( \vhich are excess 
ret urns) onto the excess returns of the corresponding index . Dinsbergen, Drandt , and 
Koijen (2011) show for the US that 2-year dividend strip returns have an unconditiona l 
b eta well below one on average, despite the fact that the average returns on these short-
maturity claims are higher than the average returns on the aggregate stock market. This 
implies that the alpha..'l on short-maturity dividends strips are economic-ally large. 
\Ve then st udy how t he beta..'l move over time, using data across mult iple maturi ties and 
all three regions. At each point in time, we compute 24-mont h rolling CAP:l\1 beta..'l. \Ve 
average the betas across the three regions and plot this aggregated measure in Figure 5. 
T he graph shmvs that there is substantial variation in the CAPM beta..'l. T he average beta 
is \vell below one, but the conditiona l beta varieA'l substantially over t ime and increa..'les 
substantially as a consequence of the events related to the financial crisis. 
To formally test for the time variat ion in CAPM beta..'l, \ve model the beta as a function 
10Ufling weekly or daily data. lE>-<1ds t o flimilar results . 
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of the lagged 2-year equity yield. That is, we run the following regressions: 
u i _ + (!30 + /31 iJ ) ( u i u ) + 1 Lt ,n - O:i ,n i,n i,net -1,2 1 Lt ,J - 1 Lj,t Et (9) 
"vhere HL is the monthly return on the stock index at timet in region i , egis the 2-year 
forward equity yield at timet in region i , li!J is the risk free rate at t imet, and n indicates 
the maturity of the contract in years. T he results are summari:6ed in Table 2. T he results 
show tha t for 2-yea r dividend future returns, the coefficient /3:,2 is large with values of 
around 1.1. The statistical significance varies across regions: the coefficient is significant 
at the 1% level for Japan and significant at the 10% level for Europe (p-va lue of 6%). The 
coefficient is insignificant for the US, but the magnitude of the co efficient is similar t o that 
of Europe and J a pan. For the 5-year dividend futures returns, the estimated coefficients 
tJ~,.'i are on average smaller than for the 2-year dividend returns, and only significant for 
Japan. If ·we look at all regions together, the evidence suggest s that the average beta is 
low , and is positively related to equity yields. During economic dmvnturns, when equity 
yields incre..ase because risk premia increase and expected growt h rateB decline, dividend 
strips comove more strongly \vith the aggregate stock market . The variation in betas is 
economically large. The standard deviation of the 2-year equity yield ranges from 0.08 
in the US to 0.15 in .Japan. This implies that if equity yields increase from minus one to 
plus one standard deviation from their mean, the beta of short-maturity dividend strips 
incr·easeB by 0.2-0.:3. 
Overall, our evidence suggests that dividend futures returns on average have low co-
movement across regions as well a..s with the index . Ilowever, during bad times, this 
comovement c..an increa..se substantially, and short-maturity claims become highly corre-
lated, both with eacb other a..s well as with t he index. This uncert ainty about comovement 
and beta..s provides additional guidance as t o why t he average risk premium on these claims 
is so high. 
4 Dividend Growth Predictability and Risk Premia 
Forward equity yields depend on n-year grmvth expectations and a maturity-specific risk 
premium. In this section, we decompose equity yields into these two components. First, 
\Ve use equity yields to forecast future dividend growth. This approach follmvs a long 
tradition in macro-finance using yield-based variables to foreca..st either returns or ca..sh 
flows. E.xamples include Campbell and Shiller (1988), Cochrane (1991) , and Dinsbergen 
and Koijen (2010) for the aggregate stock market, Fama (1984) for currency markets, 
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and Fama and Dliss (1987) , and Campbell and Shiller (1991), and Cochrane and Pia:,-; :,-;esi 
(2005) for bond markets. Once we have taken a stance on a forec..ast ing model for dividend 
grmvt h, we can take the sum of this forecas t a nd the equity yield to obtain an estimate 
for the risk premium, see equation ( 6) . 
One important question is which forecasting model we should use for d ividend growth. 
In the a ppendix , we present a Bayesian rviodel Averaging (l3l'viA) approach to compare 
the forecasting performance of forward equity yields to a set of linear predict ion models 
tha t are commonly used in the empirical li terature to predict economic grmvt h . \Ve 
conclude that using two equity yields a.c; t he predictors app ears to out perform all the 
other specifications "ve consider. Because equity yields move due to expected dividend 
growth variation as well as risk premium va riation, we use t\vO equity yields on t he right-
hand side of the regression , not one. T his mitigates t he influence of t he risk premium. If 
both expected dividend growt h and risk premia follow a one factor specification, using two 
equity yields in the regression fully mitigates t he influence of the risk premium variation , 
thereby uncovering the expected dividend growt h componentY If either r isk premia or 
expected dividend growth follow a higher order factor model, more yields can be included 
a.c; expla nat ory variableB in the regression. 
4.1 Dividend Growth Predictability in the US 
\Ve first run a set of univariate regressions to explore the predictability of dividend growt h 
by forward equity yields in the US. \Ve focus on annual dividend growth to avoid the 
impact of seasonal patterns in corpora te payout policies, but we use overlapping monthly 
observations to improve t he power of our t ests. \Ve run t he following regres sions for 
n = 1, .. , 5 years and tis mea.sured in mont hs: 
(10) 
\Vhere: 
(11) 
The realized growth rate ..6.dt+l2 is ba.sed on t he summed dividends wit hin the year, which 
is also t he measure of aggregate a nnual dividends t he fut ures cont ract is based upon .12 
11Su ch a fact or specificat ion is suggest ed hy the models of Ba nsa l a.Il(l Ya.ron (2004), Lett a u and \Vachter 
(2007), Letta u and \Vachter (2010), ~\Ienzly, Santos, and Veronesi (2004), Croce, Lettau, and Ludvigson 
(200D) and Beka.ert , Engst rom, and Xing (200D). 
12 Sunnning the dividend within the year is al so done by Farna and French (1()88). Alternatively, on e 
could reinvest d ivi<lends at t he 1-rnont h T-hill. Binsbergen and Koijen (2010) show t hat t he resulting 
12 
\Ve regress t he growth rates on -e{,n so that if t he risk premium on the 1-year equity yield 
is consta nt, the regression slope fJ 1 = 1. Put differently, a deviation of fJ1 from 1 implies 
that t he risk premium embedded in t he 1-year forward equity yield is time-varyingY 
The results are presented in the second through fourth column of Table 3. The second 
column reports the point e..st imate. The third column reports the t-statistic using Ilansen 
and Ilodrick (1980) standard errors . The fourt h column report s the R-squared value. \Ve 
find t hat all fonvard equity yields have strong predictive power for future d ividend growth. 
The R-squared value..s a re high and vary between 48% for the 5-year yield and 76% for the 
1-year yield. T his suggests that dividend growth rates are strongly predictable, at least 
during this sample period. The R-squared value of the regression monotonic..ally decreases 
\vith t he maturity of the yields. 
Second, we find that the absolute size of the predictive coefficients is decreasing in 
maturity. As a point of reference, it may be useful to derive what these coefficients 
look like under two , admittedly strong , assumptions. Namely, if we assume that t he risk 
premium on short-dividend strips is .-;ero and one-period expected dividend grmvth is an 
AR(1) process with autoregressive coefficient p , t hen it is straightfonvard to show that: 
n (1- p) 
fJn "-' 1 n . 
- p 
(12) 
This expression directly implies fJ1 = 1, as discussed before. \Ve can aLso solve for p for 
n = 5 given ;35 = 1.9. This corresponds to an annual a utoregressive coefficient of p = 0.67. 
This illustrates how the cross-section of predictive coefficients can be informative about 
the persistence of 9t,n· 
Decause we use log dividend growth rates and log yields, one may be worried tha t 
some of our predictability result s are driven by time-varying volatility. Our conclusions 
remain unaltered if instead of geometric yields and grmvth rates we use arithmetic ones 
(no logs). The summary statistics and predict ive regressions for arithmetic growth rates 
and yields are included in the appendix. 
4.2 Risk Premia 
In the appendix we explore a set of prediction models to forecast dividend growth and use 
techniques from Bayesian !viodeling Averaging to compute posterior probabilities for each 
aggregate div;dend growth fler iefl if> very fl imila.r for both reinvef>-t.ment. policiefl. 
B The oppoflit.e implication doefl not. hold. Even if /31 = 1, the riflk prerniurn can move over t.irne, afl 
expected div idend g;rowt.h a nd risk premia can he highly correlated. 
foreca..'lt ing model. As we stated above, we find that using tvvo equity yields as t he predic-
tor variables for dividend grmvth outperforms all ot her specifications we explore. If both 
expected dividend growth and risk premia follow a one-factor specification, then indeed, 
two equity yields should suffice to back out the expected d ividend growth comp onent .14 
Let x denote the vector of the 2-year and 5-year equity yields: 
(13) 
Our model for expected d ividend growth is then given by: 
(14) 
where we estimate the coefficients 'lj;0 and 'lj;1 by ordinary le..ast squares (OLS) usmg 
overla pping mont hly observations of annual dividend growth. Recall t hat forward equity 
yields relate to expected growt h rates and the risk premium component as follows: 
ef e .- g .. t, n t.r1. t, n (15) 
Rewriting this equation we find: 
e t ,n = e{n + 9t.n- (16) 
To compute n-year risk premia (where n > 1), we need n-year grmvth expectations 9 t,n-
To compute t hese exp ectations, we model the t ime-series dynamics of forward equity 
yields &'l a first-order vector autoregressive (VAR) model: 
xt+l = p, + I'xt + C:t+ l· (17) 
The monthly VAR model implies an annual VAR model: 
14 If one ha .. "i a. strong prior t ha.t other predietors should be a.dded t o the predietive relationship, then 
these predietors c:a.n easily be induded. As arg,Ied before, given the definition of forward equity yiel<L"i, 
any est imat e of expected dividend gr owth c:an be c:ombined with the y ields to arrive a.t a n estimate of 
the risk premium. 
14 
\vhere: 
( 
11 ) - i - 12 tJA = L r p,, r A = r , 
~=0 
12 
c A ,t+12 L f 12- i ct+i · 
i= 1 
As before, \ve est imate the parameters using OLS. 
Using t he joint dynamics for dividend growth from (14) and the forward equity yields 
(17), we can compute t he condit ional expectat ion of 1-ye,ar dividend growth as: 
'1/Jo + '1/J~ xt 
l O(l ) + l~(l)Xt. 
and the expectation of annual dividend growth n years ahead (n > 1) as : 
The forward equity yield can nnw be \Vritten a s: 
e{n ()t,n - gt,n 
1 n 
fhn - -:;; L (/o(n) + l~(n)xt ) · 
i =1 
\Ve observe the left-hand side, eLu and we estimate the second term on the r ight-hand 
side using t he VAR. This results in an est imate for the risk premium, (lt,n for all maturities 
n. 
The results are presented in the top panel of Figure 6, where t he solid line plots t he 
2-year risk premium and t he dotted line plots the 5-year risk premium. The graph shows 
that the risk premium va ries over time, and increases during the recent financia l crisis. 
The average risk premium for t he 2-year and 5-year yield are about same and equal t o 
2.8% per year for the 2-ye~r yield and :3.1% per year for the 5-year yieldY' 
1:;The number tor the 2-y ear (annualized) rif;k premium if; lower tha n the annualized average f; imple 
monthly returnf; on L ) year dividend s'tripf; repor t e(l in Binf;hergen, Brandt a.ml Koijen (2011 ). Thif; 
difference can b e ex pla ined as follows. First, because Bt ,n is a. geometric: r isk pr emia. (logs), there is a. 
J ensen t erm that makef; the average simple return higher. Seeondly, the rif;k premium Bt ,n does not 
ind ude the bond risk premium. The average simple exeesf; return on two-year bonds equals 9hp per 
month over t his sample period, whieh in annua lized t erms adds up to mor e than a. pereent. To further 
explore the difference, we compute the simple monthly return on a return stra tegy where we go long in 
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\Ve find that the risk premium e$timates fiuc.tuate subst antially over time. In fact , 
the estimates imply that the short-ma t uri ty risk premium component fluctuates more 
than t he longer-mat urity componentY' Perhaps most interestingly, \Ve find that t he term 
structure of risk premia is more inverted during the recession. The re$ults in Binsbergen, 
Brandt , and Koijen (2011) already suggest t hat the risk premium component on the 
shor t-maturity dividend claims is on average higher than on the long-maturity dividend 
clain1...sY \Ve extend t his evidence by showing that the slope of t he term structure of risk 
premia is pro-cyclical. 
In the top panel of Figure 7, we decompose the 2-ye-ar forward equity yield of t he S&P 
500 into expected growth rates and risk premia. The plot shows t hat both risk premia 
and expected growth ra tes vary substa ntially over time. Furthermore, during the financial 
crisis, expected growth rates went down , whereas risk premia sharply increased. 
Finally, we do a variance decomposition of the equity yields into expected dividend 
grmvth rate$ and the risk premium: 
var ( e{n) = cov ( e{,0 Bt,n) - cov ( efn, 9t,n) . (18) 
Dividing b oth sides of t he equation by t he variance of the equity yields gives a vanance 
decomposit ion of equity yields into t he contribut ion of expected growth rates a nd risk 
premia. The results are sununari~ed in Table 4. The second and third column of t he 
table show t hat during our sample period, t he ma jority of the variance of equity yields is 
driven by expected dividend growt h rates. For the 2-year yield, about 80% of t he t otal 
va riation is driven by expected dividend growth. T he risk premium variation explains the 
remaining 20%. For the 5-year yield, these numbers are 72% and 28% respectively. 
the 2-year dividend futures contract , hold t his contract tor a year (when t he maturity of the fut ures has 
decrea • .:;ed from 2 years to 1 year) and then go long in the new 2-year d ividend futures contract until ~we 
reach t he end of our sa~mple. As argued b efore, because we are investing in futures cont raet.s, t his retur n 
is already an excess return in excP.<;S of bonds. \Ve find that the average excess retm n on t his stra t egy 
over t his sample p eriod is ~71 basis points per month, consistent with t he results in Binshergen, Brandt 
and Koij en (2011). 
16The 2-year r isk premium turns somewhat negative during the period 2006-2007 . As a n ext ension, 
one ca n consider t o estimate t he m odel under t he condition that. the r isk premium component needs to 
he positive, see a lso Ca mpbell and Thompson (2007). 
17 T his is consist ent with the models developed in Lettau and vVachter (2007) , Letta u and vVachter 
(2010), C roce, Lett a u, a nd Lmlvigson (200()) , B arro, :'\Takamura , Steinsson, and Ursua (2011), Ly nch and 
Randall (2011), a nd Bma • .:;chi, Porchia, and Trojani (2010). 
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4.3 Predictability and Risk Premia in Europe and Japan 
\Ve repe_at t he same analysis for Europe (the Eurostox."X 50) and Ja pan (the Nikkei 225) . 
Our findings for these two indices are consistent wit h t he results we find for t he S&P 
500 index The univariat e predict a bility results are presented in columns 5 t hrough 10 of 
Ta ble :3. As is the case for t he S&P 500 index, dividend growth seems strongly predictable , 
with R-squared values above 60%. T he r isk premia , shown in the second and t hird panel 
of Figure 6 , vary st rongly over tim e and are always posit ive. T he average value of t he 
risk premia is high and higher t han for t he US. For Europe the average risk premium is 
9.1% for t he 2-year contract and 8.5% for t he 5-year contract. For Japan , the average risk 
premium is 6.1% for the 2-year cont ract and 5.6% for t he 5-ye_ar yield . \Ve do stress aga in 
that t he sample period is rather short , which makes t he estimation of t hese unconditional 
means 1mprec1se. 
T he decom position of the yields into expected grmvth rates and risk premia is presented 
in t he middle and bottom panels of F igure 7. As for t he S&P 500 index, forward equity 
yields seem to vary both due to risk premium fluctuation .. "! as well as due to varia tion in 
expected dividend growt h. The variance decomposit ion in Table 4 shows that for J apa n 
and Europe, t he majority of the variance of equity yields is due t o variation in expected 
dividend growth . In this case, the 2-year yield is d riven less by expected d ividend growt h 
and more by the risk premium varia t ion com pared to t he 5-year yield . 
4.4 The World Risk Premium and Expected Dividend Growth 
\Ve now combine t he estimates across the three regions t o compute a world risk premium 
and a world expected dividend grovvth rate. \Ve compute the world risk premium and 
the world expected d ividend growt h rate by GDP-weighting t he ind ividual risk premium 
and expected dividend growt h estimates. The re$ults are plott ed in F igure 9. The graph 
illust rates t hat the slope of the term st ruct ure of the world risk premium is pro-cyclical. 
T hat is, t he d ifference bet ween t he 5-year and t he 2-year risk premium is positive in 
expansions, and negat ive in recessions. T he slope of the term st ructure of expected 
dividend gn nvth is counter-cyclical. That is, t he 5-year expected dividend grmvth ra t e is 
higher t han t he 2-year expected growth rate during the great recession, and lower during 
expansiOns. 
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5 Do Equity Yields Contain Other Information Than 
Bond Yields? 
To assess whether fon vard equity yields contain information beyond and above the infor-
mation contained in bond yields, we compute the principal components of equity yields, 
nominal bond yields and real bond yields. In all ca.ses, the first principal component of 
each category of yields explains more than 95% of the variation of that ca tegory. \Ve then 
regress each of the fonvard equity yields on the principal components of nominal and real 
b ond yields .1R Ta ble 6 report s t he R-squared values of these regressions. \Ve only report 
results for t he first two principal components for nominal and real bonds, because adding 
the third com ponent leads t o almost ident ical results a.s using two principal component s. 
Furthermore, nearly all variation in nominal and real bond yields is captured by their first 
two principal components. 
The table shows that the first tvvo principal components of nominal yields explain 
b etween :30-:37% of forward equity yield movements. The R-squa red values are increa.sing 
in the maturity. \Vhen using the principal components of real yields, we find very low R-
squared values, never exceeding 6%. \Vhen we include t he first two principal components 
of real yields and the first two principal components of nominal yields in one regression 
(four regressors) , the R-squared values increase t o 75% for t he 1-year forward equity yield, 
and 60% for the 5-year forwa rd equity yield. T his st ill leaves a substantial fraction of the 
variation in forward equity yields that is unexplained by the term structure of interest 
rates. 
To further assess the relationship bet\veen bond yields and fon vard equity yields, Ta-
ble 7 describes the correlations between the first two principal comp onent s of forward 
equity yields, the first two principal components of nominal bond yields and t he first 
two principal components of real bond yields . \Ve find t hat the first principal compo-
nent of fonvard equity yields is generally negat ively correlated with nominal bond yields , 
but posit ively correlat ed with real yields. T his holds regardless of whether we comput e 
the correlat ion between the levels of t he yields or between t he innovations in the yields 
computed from a VAR(1) model. 
l R An a.dva.nta.ge of using prineipa.l eomponents is t ha.t they a.re less sensitive to mea • .:;urem ent error tha n 
individua l yields. 
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6 Consumption Growth 
6.1 Dividends, Consumption and GNP 
Dividend markets provide us with a term structure of expected dividend growth. One 
may wonder to what extent dividends (and nominal dividend growth) are related to more 
common m easures of economic activity such as real consumption and GNP. If they are 
strongly related, then forward equity yields may be good predictors of those mea..'lures of 
economic activity a..'l well, vvhich is what ;ve explore in this section. To e..xplore this rela-
tionship, we plot in Figure 8 the cyclical component of t he Ilodrick-Prescot t fil tered serieB 
for annual real consumption (leveL'l ), annual real GNP, and annual (nominal) dividends, 
at a quarterly frequency. As inflation was low and not particularly variable during our 
sample period, the reBults look very similar when using nominal consumption and nominal 
GNP numbers. \Ve set the smoothing parameter to the st andard value of A = 1, 600. 
The graph shows that for many periods of expansions and recessions, the cyclical 
components of dividends, GNP, and consumption align. However, t hey a re not perfectly 
aligned. Sometimes dividends lead consumption and GNP, and sometimes consumption 
and GNP lead dividends. Ilowever , the series align for the recent financial crisis a..'l well 
a..'l the receBsion in t he early 2000s. 
To illustrate t he correlation bet;veen the cyclical component s of consumption, GNP, 
and dividends, we compute the 10-year rolling time-series correlation between the series. 
The results are reported in F igure 10. F irst, the figure ind ic.ates that the correlation 
b etvveen the cyclical components of consumption and dividends or GNP and dividends 
are very similar. The time series of the rolling correlations strongly co-move. Second, 
apart from the e_arly sixties and the nineties, t he time-series correlation appears well 
above 0 .5 a nd peaks in periods with deep recessions . This suggeBts t hat dividends and 
other me_asures of economic activity are strongly related. T he la..'lt data point in t he figure 
shows that the correlat ion between consumption and dividends over the past ten years, 
which roughly corresponds to our sample p eriod, is around 0.8. 
6.2 Univariate Regressions 
The previous results show t hat our newly-constructed data set of forward equity yields is 
useful in foreeasting fut ure dividend growt h. Vi/e now extend theBe results for t he US and 
shmv that S&P 500 forward equity yields aL'lo prediet future annual consumption growth. 
\Ve study the same type of foreea..'lting regressions as before, but now prediet annual real 
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grmvth rateB using overlapping q1U1,r·ted y data: 
A . _ 1 L..ri=l t+>. 
( 
'\'
4 c  ) 
u.Ct+4 - n 4 , 
L i=l Ct-4+i 
(19) 
\vhere C t is re..al quarterly consumption of nondurables and servicesYJ \Ve run t he regres-
sions: 
(20) 
\Ve present t he results in Panel A of Table 5. Consistent with our results for div-
idend growt h predicta bility, we a L"lo find predictability of 1-year consumption grmvth. 
The coefficients a re much smaller in t his case, which follows from t he fact t hat dividend 
grmvth is more volatile than consumption growth during our sample period . As expected, 
the coefficients are increasing with maturity as long-mat urity yields are less exposed to 
fluctuat ions in short-maturity expected growth rateB. 
As a point of reference, we use in Panel D of Table 5 nominal bond yields to forecast 
annual consumption growth. \Ve use either the 1-year or the 5-year bond yield, or the 
yield spread between t he 5-year and 1-year bond yields. Even though t he 5-year bond 
yield is a fairly strong predictor of consumption growt h, it is not nearly a."l powerful as 
the forward equity yields as reported in Panel A. In Panel C, we show that even using 
real bond yields, we do not uncover strong predictability. Even though the yield spread 
is statistically significant , the R-squared values are low. 20 
There is a long literat ure studying the predictability of consumption growt h usmg 
bond yields, see for instance Ilarvey (1988) and Kandel and Stambaugh (1991). The 
re..ason why our equity yields may be superior predictors of growth may be due to the 
fact t hat t he link between short-mat urity interest rateB and expected inflat ion has been 
unstable, see for instance Clarida, Gali , and Gertler (2000) , Cogley a nd Sargent (2005), 
and Ang, Doivin, Dong, and Loo-Kung (2010) . In addition, the sample period t hat we 
are studying may be special a.s t he nominal short rate is close to ,.;ero for some part of the 
sample. The :..-;ero lower bound on interest rates may introduce non-linea r relations bet,:veen 
growth a nd both nominal and real bond yields, see for instance Christiano , Eichenba um, 
and Rebelo (2011). Equity yields (and forward equity yields) are not subject do t hese 
concerns . Equity yields rise during recessions and are unrestricted in their sign. 
19 A~ in common in the forecasting; lit erature for con .. <;mnption g;rowth, we use rea l consumption g;ro·wth. 
u~ing; nomina l eon~nrnption g;rm....th lead~ t o highly similar results. 
2
°For real b onds, we use the spread between 5-year ami 2-year yield~ due t o data availability. 
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7 Applications 
7.1 Economic Outlook Around the World 
\Ve now use the framework ;,ve develop in Section 4.2 to compute longer-term growt h 
expecta tions. As before, instead of using a single equity yield, we use two forward equity 
yields with maturities equal to 2 and 5 years , respectively. As a rgued before, we use 
multiple equity yields as there may be separate factors driving expected growth rates and 
the risk premium component. 
In Figure 11, we plot the 2-year and 5-ye-ar expected growth rates across regions. First , 
the troughs of the financial crisis for the 2-year expected growth rate were more severe 
for .Japa n and Europe than for t he US. Second, 2-ye-ar expected growth rat es decline 
substant ially to -:30% in Europe in the bottom of the crisis. Even for t he 5-year horiw n 
there is a double digit decline in expected growth. The figures al'lo show a marked decline 
in both 2-year and 5-year growt h expectations in .Ja pan following t he earthquake. 
In Figures 12 and 13 we plot the term structures of fon vard equity yields and expected 
dividend growth rates on l'viarch 31st 2011 for all t hree regions . The term structure of 
equity yields for the US and Europe are upward sloping, whereas the term structure of 
expected dividend growth is dmvnward sloping, suggesting t hat dividends are expected 
to grow fa..'lter in the short run than t he long run, signaling the recovery from the steep 
decline in dividends in 2008 and 2009. Due to the earthquake in .Japan , the term structure 
of expected growth in .Japan is up'.vard sloping , implying tha t d ividends are expected t o 
grow slmver in the short run than in t he long run . .Just before the earthquake this term 
structure was downward sloping, a..'l in Europe and in the US. 
7.2 Growth Expectations and the Financial Crisis 
In this section we study the term struct ure of forward equity yields during the financial 
crisis. \Ve focus on particular months in ;,vhich there \V&'l a large incre-ase in either the 
short-maturity or t he long-maturity yields (or both) . Our ma in focus is on the S&P 500 
index. 
7.2.1 November 2007 
Between October :31st and November :30th 2007, the 1-ye..ar forward equity yield for the 
S&P 500 inde..x increased from -9.0% to -2 .6%. The 5-year yield increased from -5.4% to 
-:3.6%, the 10-year equity yield increased from -4.1% to -:3.2% and the index value changed 
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from 1549.4 to 1469.7, a drop of 5%. During this period the following important economic 
events occurred. First , on October :31st , 1\'leredi t h \Vit hney, an analyst at Oppenheimer 
and Co. predicted t hat Citigroup had so mismanaged it s a ffairs that it would have to cut 
its dividends or go bankrupt.21 By t he end of that day, Cit igroup shares had dropped 
8%, and four days later, Citigroup CE O Chuck Prince resigned. Second, on October :31st , 
the FOMC lowered the target rate by 25bp to 4.5%. Third, on November 2nd t he Fed 
approved the Bas el II accord. Fourt h, on November 27t h, Citigroup raised $7.5 billion 
from t he Abu Dhabi investment authority. Finally, the St. Louis Fed crisis t ime line nott>B 
for November 1st 2007: "Financial market pressures intensify, reflected in d iminished 
liquidity in int erbank funding markets." 
7.2.2 September 2008 
The month of September 2008 \va s a very turbulent mont h for financia l markets. For 
example, on September 7th, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FIIFA) placed Fannie 
:Mae and Freddie rviac in government conserva torship, and on September 15th, Lehman 
Brothers Holdings Incorpora ted files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protect ion. P erhaps 
surprisingly, forward equity yields for the US did not change all that much in September 
for all maturities. As an illustration, t he 1-year yield w&'l 6 .4% on September 1st and 
6.3% on September :30t h , and t he volatility of the 1-year equity yield was low. For the 
US, most of the drop in short- a nd long-term expecta t ions occurred in October. Growt h 
expectat ions in .Japan a nd Europe on t he other hand, did substantia lly drop in September 
as \vell &'> in October. For Europe, between September 1st and September :30th, the 1-ye..ar 
yield increased from 4.0% to 8.2%, and the 10-year yield increased from 0.8% to 1.8%. 
For .Japa n , the 1-year yield incre&'led from -5.4% to 4 .7% and the 10-year yield increased 
from -2.0% to -0.1%. 
7.2.3 October 2008 
During t he month of October 2008 , t he 1-year yield in t he US increased from 6 .6% on 
October 1st t o 26.0% on October 31st. Over the same period , t he 2-year yield increased 
from :3.5% to 16.2%, the 5-year yield incre&'led from 0.5% to 4.8%, and t he 10-ye..ar yield 
incre.ased from 0.1% to 1.4%. Several major events happen during t his time period. 
Interestingly, we find that one of the largest increases in the 1-ye.ar forward equity yield 
occurred short ly after former Federal Reserve chairman Alan G reenspan t estified before 
the House Committee of Government Oversight and Reform. 
21See "The Big Short " (Lewis (2010)). 
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7.3 Growth Expectations and the Earthquake in Japan 
The e_art hquake and subsequent t sunami in .Japan in mid Niarch of 2011 had a significant 
impact on implied growth in .Japan for a ll maturities. Equity yields for all maturities 
incre.ased e_ach day from lVIonday the 14t h t o Thursday t he 17th of l'viarch, to recover 
slightly on the joint G-7 intervention on Friday t he 18th. The 1-year equity yield incre_ased 
from -:3. :3% to 6.9% in the first four days, to rebound to 5.2% on Friday March 18th (the 
G-7 intervention) . Similarly, t he 2-year equity yield increased from -1.4% to 4.8% to 
settle at 4.3%. Even the 7-ye.ar equity yield changed from -0.1% to 2.:3% and eventually 
set tled at 1.9% on the 18t h. This indicates that financial markets e..xpected a long-lasting 
influence on the .Japanese economy. The US a nd Europe were much less affected by the 
.Japanese situation , \vhich illustrates t ha t financial ma rkets view these events a..s largely 
.Japan-specific, ra ther than having an impact on global growt h. 
The equity yields for Europe seem largely unaltered by the event s. During this period, 
the short-maturity yields of the US slight ly lmvered , but t he long-maturity yields are 
unaffected. It is unclear whether t his can be attributed to the crisis in .Japan. 
8 Conclusion and Future Work 
\Ve study a ne'v data set of dividend derivative$ with maturities up to 10 years across three 
world regions: the US, Europe, and .Japan. \Ve use t hese asset prices to construct equity 
yields, analogous to bond yields . \Ve decompose t hese yields t o obtain a term structure 
of expected dividend growth rates and a term structure of risk premia, which decomposes 
the equity risk premium by maturity. \Ve find that the slope of the t erm structure of 
risk premia is pro-cyclical, wherea..s t he slope of the term st ructure of expected dividend 
grmvth rates is counter-cyclical. The comovement of yields across regions is on average 
higher for long-mat urity yields than for short -maturity yields, vvhereas the variation in 
this comovement is much higher for short-m at urity yields. 
Given the voluminous literat ure on the term structure of nominal and real bond yields, 
there are obviously ma ny other interesting research questions worth explor ing nnw tha t 
\Ve have constructed a term structure of equity yields. First , a centra l question in asset 
pricing is how information about the macro economy get s incorporated into a..sset pr ices. 
This question spurred a large lit erature on the impact of macro-economic announcement 
for equity and fixed income markets. However, d ifferent macro-economic announcements 
may have different effect s for short- and long-mat urity claims . Equity yields can be used 
to understa nd which shocks have a short-term impact and which ones have a long-t erm 
impact on expected growth and risk premia. 
Second, starting wit h Fama and Sclnvert (1977), the link bet\veen inflat ion and a..sset 
prices, such a..s equitieB, has attracted a lot of attention. Ilmvever , one may argue that 
stocks are a re-al asset in the long-run, yet inflation m ay impact stock prices in the short 
run. One can use equity yields to trace out how news about inflation affects equity 
yields a t various maturities. Given that we have data on the US, Europe, and .Japan , 
whose inflationary environments are markedly d ifferent , we may be able to learn about 
the interaction b etween the price level, monetary policy, and the stock market. 
Third, it would be intereBting to understand hmv exchange rates and equity yields 
are related . Following t he internat ional finance literat ure initiated by Fama (1984) that 
studies t he link between short-maturity interest rates and future exchange rate changes, 
\ve can use short-maturity equity yields in for instance .Japan and the US t o foreca..st 
changes in the US Dollar-Yen exchange rate. Our preliminary exploration of this question 
suggest s that equity yields alone , or combined with short rates, can foreca..st exchange rat e 
changes. 
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Maturity in years 1 2 ;_{ 4 ;) 6 7 
S&P 500 Index (Oct 2002 - Mar 2011) 
:vrean -0.0281 -0.02;)8 -0.0266 -0.0269 -0.026;) -0.0258 -0.0254 
Stdev 0.1026 0.0807 0 .0578 0.0467 0.0~{98 0.0:{52 0.0:32:3 
:O.Iedia.n -0.0620 -0.0;)10 -0 .0408 -0.0~{84 -0.03:36 -0 .029:3 -0.0248 
:0.-I in -0.1601 -0.1297 -0.129:3 -0.1074 -0.101() -0 .0()60 -0.0891 
:O.Ia .. -x: 0.3;)47 0.29;)6 0 .1896 0.1~{60 0.10,);) 0.0840 0.069;) 
Eurostoxx 50 Index (Oct 2002- Mar 2011) 
IIlE'-itn 0.02a8 0.0~{03 0 .0206 0.0148 0.0108 0.0097 0.007:3 
stdev 0.1619 0.14:{2 0 .1<)0;) 0.07;)9 0.0606 0.0;)09 0.04:{4 
median -0.0206 o.oo:m 0.00:32 0.0077 0.008:{ 0.0098 0.0092 
IIlln -0.2:389 -0.1923 -0.1510 -0.12;)2 -0.1088 -0.1001 -0.0862 
rna .. -x: 0.5412 ().;)467 o .:n42 0.2772 0.218;) 0.1792 0.1497 
Nikkei 225 Index (Jan 2003- Mar 2011) 
rnean -0.{);3;)6 -0.02a4 -0 .02:{7 -0.024;) -0.02;)0 -0.0247 -0.0242 
stdev 0.18;)4 0.154:{ O.ll:H 0.0902 0.07.):{ 0.0646 0.0;),)9 
media n -0.0:368 -0.02;);{ -0 .0182 -0.0129 -O.CllOO -0.0091 -0.009;) 
IIlln -0.2979 -0.2267 -0 .19:36 -0.1674 -0.149:{ -0.1:H6 -O.l161 
max 0 . .)8;)0 0.;)~{;)6 0 .:3670 0.2621 0.1997 0.1;)76 0.128;) 
Table 1: Summary Statistics: For-ward Equity Yields . 
Region (i) S&P ;)00 EuroStoxx 50 ::-.rikkei 22;) 
:'vfa.t. uri t.y (u) 2 •) 2 ;) 2 i ) 
f3i .n 0.483 0.688 0.46~3 0.81l 0.407 0 .603 
(0.140) (0.147) (0.199) (0.2;):3) (0.077) (0 .10:{) 
1 f3i.n 1.186 0.812 1.0:38 0.374 1.100 1.052 
(0.779) (0.78.J) (O . .J47) (0.471 ) (o.2:_m) (0 .297) 
Table 2: Conditional C AP:O.I: Es-timation results lL"iing monthly returns of the eoiHlition al CAP).;! rela-
tionship described in Equation 9. ::Jewey-\Vest standard errors are in parentheses. 
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S&P 500 EuroStox,-x 50 Nikkei 225 
n flu t-statistic R2 fJn t-statistic R2 fJn t-statistic R2 
1 0.88 7.:36 76% 0.9:3 8.28 73% 0.6:3 5.16 65% 
2 1.09 5.87 70% 1.01 7.55 69% 0.76 5.63 65% 
:3 1.40 5.29 60% 1.44 7.42 69% l.o:3 5.72 64% 
4 1.66 4.75 54% 1.87 7.10 66% 1.29 5.61 6:3% 
5 1.86 4.16 48% 2.29 6.78 62% 1.5:3 5.45 62% 
Table :J: Predietability of a nnual div idend growth hy for\va n l equity yields, using univar iate regressions 
with one forward equity yield of maturity n on the right-hand side. The t-stat.istics a re computed using 
Hansen R odrick (1980) st andard errors. 
us Europe Japan 
g () g () g () 
2-year yield 80.4% 19.6% 73.:3% 26.7% 61.7% 37.3% 
5-year yield 72.5% 27.5% 77.7% 22.:3% 77.8% 21.2% 
Table 4: Variance d ecomposition of forward equity y iel(l"i into expected dividend g,rmvth variation (g) 
and risk premium variation (B ). 
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Panel A: Consumption growth predictability by equity yields 
n Estimate t-statistic R2 
1 0.10 5.12 40.4% 
2 0.12 5.54 :38.0% 
3 0.16 4.68 :30.5% 
4 0.18 :3.73 25.7% 
5 0.19 :3.10 21.2% 
Panel 13: Consumption growth predictability by nominal bond yields 
Estimate t-statistic R2 
1-ye-ar 0.19 0.90 :3.9% 
5-ye-ar 0.65 1.83 14.1% 
5-1-year 0.04 0.09 0.0% 
P anel C : Consumption grmvth predictability by real bond yields 
Estimate t-statistic H_2 
2-ye-ar -0.21 -1.12 2.3% 
5-ye-ar -0.22 -0.58 0.8% 
5-2-year 0.79 2.11 7.8% 
Table ;): Pred icta bility of comnunption gruwth by forward equity yields (Panel A), nomina l bond y ields 
(P anel B) and real bond yields (Pa nel C ) using quarterl:y observat ions between December 2002 and }{arch 
2011. The t-f>i,atistics ar e computed lL.'iing Ha nsen Rod rick (1980) standard errors. 
Maturity n=1 n=2 n=:3 n=4 n=5 
IUght hand side variables 
PC 1 nominal bonds 0.2!)7 0.2!H 0.:3:3G 0.:3G6 o.:3m 
PC1 + P C2 nominal bonds 0.:311 0.:306 0.:3:35 0.:366 0.:370 
PC 1 real bonds O.o:37 0.027 0.005 0.000 0.001 
PC 1 + P C2 r eal bonds 0.0(i2 0.052 O.OHi 0.005 0.005 
PC1 + P C2 nominal and P C1 + PC2 r eal bonds 0.751 0 .6!)7 0.650 O.G:H O.GOO 
Table 6: H.-squared values of eontemporaneous regressions of forward equity y ields, wit h mrdurities 
n= 1, ... ;) years on principal components of nominal and real boml y ields. \Ve use the first t\vo principa l 
components. \Ve use monthly observations bet·ween Oet.oher 2002 and }tlar eh 2011. 
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C orrelat ions 
Panel A : Le vels 
P C1 Eq P C2 E q P C1 Nom B. P C2 Nom B. P C 1 R C' ..a l B. P C2 Real B. 
P C1 Equity 1 0 -0.56 -0.09 0.14 -0.14 
PC2 Equity 1 -0.19 o.:3(i -0.51 0.22 
P C1 Nom Bonds 1 0 0.58 0.:3:3 
P C2 Nom Bonds 1 -0.24 0.82 
PC1 Real Bonds 1 0 
P C2 Real Bonds 1 
Pan el B : I n n ovations 
P C1 Eq P C2 E q P C1 Nom B. P C2 Nom B. P C 1 R C' ..a l B. P C2 Real B. 
P C1 Equity 1 -0.02 -0.40 -0.2:3 0.:38 -0. 12 
P C2 Equity 1 0.02 -O.o:3 -0 .28 -0.05 
P C1 Nom Bonds 1 0.72 0.20 0.62 
PC2 Nom Bonds 1 0.20 0.72 
PC1 Real Bonds 1 0.02 
P C2 Real Bonds 1 
Ta.hle 7: Correlations between prineipa.l eompon ents. T he secon d principal component s a.re normalized 
with respect to their sign to he interp retable a,.:; a. yield curve slope. P anel A reports correlations in levels, 
a.nd Panel B describes correlation s in innova t ions eomputed from a VAR.(l ) model for a.ll six principal 
component s. 
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Figu r e 1: For ward equity y ields: S& P 500 Index 
T he graph displays t he forward equity yields t:{n for n = 1 , 2, 5, and 7 yE>-<1rs for t varying between Oet.ober 
7th 2002 a nd April 8t h 2011. 
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Figu re 2 : For ward equity y ields: Eurost oxx 5 0 Index 
T he graph displays the forward equity yields t:{n for n = 1 , 2, 5, and 7 yE>-<HS for t varying between Oet.ober 
7th 2002 and April 8t h 2011. 
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Figure 3: Forward equity y ields: Nikkei 225 Index 
The graph displays the forward equity yields e{n for n = 1, 2, 5 , and 7 yP-<1rs for t var:ving between .Janua ry 
14th 200:~ and April 8th 2011. 
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Figure 4: Average 24-month rolling correlation: Pn .t 
For ea.eh region, we eornpute 24-rnonth rolling eorrelations for 2-yea r and ,)-ye.a.r divideml fut ure returns, 
as ·well as for the index ret urns. \Ve plot the average eorrelation aeross regions. 
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Figure 5: Average rolling CAPM beta 
For ea.eh region we eornpute a 24-month rolling C AP:\ I beta of the 2-year and ;) -year dividend future • .:; 
returns with respeet to their own imlex r eturns. The graph reports t he average aeross regions. 
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Fig ure 0: Risk-premium d y n amics a cross maturities 
The graph difiplays the r isk premium component for the 2- , and ;) -yP.ar forward equity yields for all t hree 
region.<;. 
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Fig u re 7: Decompos ition of 2-year forward equity yields 
The t op panel decomposes the 2-year forward equity yield of the S&P 500 index into ex pected divi-
dend growth gt,2 and the r isk premium component Bt.2 . The nliddle and bottom pa nel show t he same 
decompositions hut for the Eurostm."X i)() and the ::J"ikkei 22;). 
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Figure 8: Cyclical components of GNP, consumption, and dividends 
The graph displays the cydicaJ. residue of Rodrick-P rescott filtered series tor rP-<11 G :"-rP, real eonsmnption 
(nondurables and services) aml dividends. 
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Figure 9: W orld Risk P remium (&t,n) and E xpec t ed Div iden d G rowth (Yt.n) 
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Figure 10: Rolling correlations between the cyclical components of consumption, GNP, and 
div idends 
The gr aph displays t he rolling correlation between the cydical residue of Hodrick-Prescot.t. filtered series 
for real G::JP , real commmption (nondurables and serv ices) a.nd dividends. ' Ve use a 10-:year window to 
construct the correlations. 
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Figu re 11: 2-year and 5-ye ar expected div idend grow th acr oss r egions 
The graph djf;playf; t he expeeted grov,rth rate Yt .n for n = 2 and ;) year f; for t var ying between .Ja.nua ry 
14th 200:~ aml April 8th 2011 for t hree regionf;: t he US (a.s represented by t he S&P 500 Index), Europe 
(as reprffient ed by the Eurof;toxx ;)() inde..:x), and .Ja pan (as reprffiented by t he :"-rikkei 22;) index). 
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Fig u r e 13: Term Structur e of E xpected Div idend G r owth o n M arch 31st 2011 
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A Appendix 
A.l Bayesian Model Averaging 
A .l.l Dividend Growth 
In this appendix, we explore how well equity yields can be used to predict mea.sures of 
economic activity such as dividend grmvth and consumption grmvt h . As dividend a.ssets 
started trading around the turn of t he millennium, our sample is shorter t han other 
commonly-used leading econom ic indicators (predictors), such a.s t he yield spread, credit 
spreads, and t he dividend-to-price ra tio.22 To formally a.sseBs t he value forward equity 
yields may add relat ive to other predictors, we t ake t he perspective of an economic agent 
forming beliefs a bout economic activity given the information available at a given point 
in time using a DayeBian model averaging (DlVIA) approach.2:-l The economic agent forms 
b eliefs about a set of ca ndida t e forecast ing models, and has to choose how much weight 
to assign to each model. The DlVIA approach trades off a longer t ime series (and hence 
a higher accuracy of the predictive relationship) of other predictor variables, against the 
shorter t ime series of forward equity yields tha t appea r t o predict grmvt h well. 
\Ve will explore bivariate regressions. The main rea.son to include t wo (or more) yields 
is t hat forward equity yields do not only move because of expected dividend growth vari-
ation but aLso because of risk premium variation . This risk premium variation can nega-
tively affect the predictive power of each individual yield. If the risk premium varia tion 
across yields of different m at urit ies is correlated, putting multiple yields in t he regression 
"vill improve the forecas ting power. 24 
\Ve follow Fernandel';, Ley, and Steel (2001) and \\'right (2008) and t he referenceB 
therein, and consider a set of k linear models M1 , . .. Mk. \Ve will focus on models wit h 
two forecasting variableB. Let the i th line.ar model b e given by: 
(21) 
·where zi is the matrix of regressors for model i. The econometrician knows t hat one of 
these models is t he true model, but does not know which one. 
22See Stoek and ·vv'atsou (1989), St oek and \Vat sou (2000), Stoek an d ·wat son (200:I) , Aug and 
:\Iouika Piazzesi (2006), Faust , Gilchrist , \Vright, and Zakrajsek (2011) and many others. 
23See ;:t.moug others }Iiu ;:t.ud Zellner ( 199:~), Ferw:t.udez, Ley, ;1nd Steel (2001), Crerners (2002) ;:t.ud 
\ Vr ight (2008). 
24 See al so Fam a (1984) for exehauge rat es and Stamba ugh (1988) and C oehrane a nd Piazzesi (2005) 
for bonds. 
Let 1r (M;) denote the prior probability of model i being the true model. Conditional 
on seeing the data up to times, (denoted by Xs) for dividend growth and the predictor 
variables, the posterior probability of model i being the true model is given by : 
(22) 
In January 1954, we start with a flat prior over all models, in the sense that \ve assign 
equal probability to each model: 
(23) 
\Ve make the following assumpt ions regarding the prior distributions of the parameters. 
For (3, we take the natural conjugate g-prior specificat ion (Zellner (1986)) , so that the 
prior for f3 condit ional on the variance of the error term a 2 is N(O, <f>a2 (X 'X )- 1 ) , where 
4> is a shrinkage parameter. For a , we a..qsume the improper prior that is proportional to 
1/ a. Finally, motivated by the fact that \Ve use overlapping data, we use an :rviA-structure 
for Et: 
2h - j 
cov (ct, Et-j ) =a -h-, (24) 
\vhere h measures the amount of overlap in the data, that is, h = 12 for monthly data, 
and h = 4 for quarterly data (\Vright (2008) ) . Under these assumptions, t he likelihood 
of the data up until time s, denoted by X,,, given the model, is given by: 
7r (X. IM ·) = I'(s / 2) (1 + ,+.) - p/ 2 H-:sfh 
8 ~ ~ 'f' 1. ' (25) 
where I'(-) is the gamma function, p is the number of regressors, and H'f is given by: 
(26) 
where .6.d (.6.d1, ... , .6.d8 )' is the vector of reali~ed dividend growth rates up until time s 
(the subscript sis dropped for ea..qe of notation), and Zi is the matrix with t he regressors 
of model i up until t ime s . 
The parameter p can be interpreted as a penalty on the number of regressors, and a 
higher number of p will lead to a lower likelihood value. \Ve set the shrinkage parameter 
4> to 1, following \Vright (2008). 
\Vithout loss of generality, we demean all variables on the right-hand side of the 
equation. If for a certain value of s the sample is such t hat t he predictors do not exist in 
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the beginning of the sample, but do exist later in the sample, the parameter p is set to 2, 
and a maximum mean-squared error is added to the likelihood for the missing observations . 
The latter is equivalent to setting t he value of the predictor variables equal to 0 for t hese 
p eriods. In this way we take a conservative approach tmvards the value added of forward 
equity yields when predicting dividend growth. Put d ifferently, t his assumption works 
against t he model with fonvard equity yields, and rela.-xing t his assum ption would make 
our findings stronger. 
We consider five different models using data bet ween 1954 and 2011. The first four 
models have 2 predictor variables and the fifth model has no predictor variables, that is , 
under model 5, d ividends follow a random walk. T he first m odel (i = 1) uses two forward 
equity yields&'> t he predictors: t he 2-year (n = 2) and the 5-year (n = 5) yields: 
z1,t = [efz e{s] ' (27) 
The second model (i = 2) ha.'l t'vo bond yields (the 2-year and the 5-year bond yield) : 
Zz.t = [Yt.2 Yt.sl' · 
' ' ' 
(28) 
The t hird model ha.'l the 2-year bond yield and t he credit spread , and the fourth model 
ha.'l the dividend yield and t he credit spre-ad . Adding t'vo real bond yields &'> a model 
leaves our results unaffected and t he post erior probability of this model converges to 0. 
For e-ase of presenta tion, we focus on the five models above. 
For models 2, :3, 4, t he da t a exists for the full sample period, that is, every value of s. 
For forward equity yields, the data starts in October 2002, ind ic-ated by t he vertical black 
line. E ven t hough for forward equity yields there are many subsamples X., where no data 
is available, we still set p = 2 for every value of s . In other words, forward equity yields 
do receive t he penalty for 2 regressors, deBpite t he fact t hat for all subsamples before 2002 
no data is available. 2·5 For the fifth model 'vhcrc dividends arc a, random wa lk, we set 
p = 0 &'> there are no regressors for any subsample . Because t he random walk model does 
not receive a penalty for including regressors, it c-an outperform the other models despit e 
having a larger mean-squared error. 
The results a re summari\:';ed in Figure 14. The figure shmvs that an economic agent 
,vho in 1954 il.Rsigns a probability of 0. 20 to ear.h of t lw four rnodels, in 201 1 h as fl, updated 
probability of about 0.9 that t he model with two forward equity yields is the right model t o 
2
:; As b efore, this a ssumption works against the model with forward equity yields. R ela .. -xing t his as-
sumption would make our findings stronger. 
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predict dividend growth with, despite its very short sample and hence its large uncertainty 
regarding the predictive relat ionship . 
Finally, we compare the model without predictors (a random \valk for dividends) wit h 
the model of two forward equity yields . That is , we perform the t hought experiment 
\vhere a real-tim e investor has t o choose between a model in which dividend growth is 
unpredictable, and a model where dividend growth is predictable by two forward equity 
yields. The investor knows that one of these two models is the t rue model. T he results 
are presented in Figure 15. The vertical line shows the point a t which data for forward 
equity yields becomes available (October 2002) . Because the penalty parameter p is set 
to a value of 2 for the model wit h two forward equity yields and to 0 for t he random 
\valk model, and t he prediction error is equal for bot h models up until 2002, the posterior 
probability for the random-walk model is higher than t hat for the forward equity yields 
model to the left of the ver t ical line. Ilmvever, as soon as da ta for forward equity yields 
b ecomes available, t his model quickly takes over. At the end of our sample the posterior 
probability of t he model ·with two forward equity yields approaches the upper bound of 1, 
suggesting t hat an agent who has to choose between unpredictable d ividend growt h and 
dividend grm.vth that is predictable by t\.vo forward equity yields, \vill choose the latter. 
A .l.2 Consumption Growth 
\Ve then apply the HMA a pproach to consumption growth. \Ve use t he exact same setup 
a..s in Section A .1.1, but now use consumption growth as the left-hand-side variable . As 
b efore , we take a conservative approach with respect to forward equity yields as predictors 
of consumption growt h by setting the penalty parameter p = 2 even for subsamples where 
no data is available. 
First , we compare the model vdthout predictors (a random walk for consumpt ion) 
with t he model of two forward equity yields. That is, we perform the t hought experiment 
where an agent has t o choose in real time between a model in 'vhich c..onsum pt ion grm.vth 
is unpredictable, and a model where consumption growth is predictable by two forward 
equity yields. The investor knmvs that one of these two models is the true model. The 
results are presented in Figure 16. As before, t he vertical black line shows the point 
at which data for forward equity yields becomes available (2002). Because t he penalty 
parameter p is set to a value of 2 for t he model wit h forward equity yields and to 0 for t he 
random walk model, and t he prediction error is equa l for bot h models up until 2002, t he 
p ost erior probability for the random \valk model is h igher t han that for t he forward equity 
yields model b efore 2002. Ilowever , as soon as data for forward equity yields becomeB 
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Figure 14: Pos terior probabilitie s of the Bay esian model averaging approach: Dividends 
The gr a ph difipla:ys t he p of>i,er ior proba bilities of five predictive models of annual dividend grm\1,h, using 
monthly data. T he first four models all have two predictor varia hlffi (p = 2). The first model uses two 
equity yields (2-year and ;)-year) t o pred ict d ivid eml growth , the seeond model uses two b om l yields, t he 
third model has the 2-year bond :yield and the credit spread, a nd the fourth model uses the dividend 
yield and the eredit spr P-<1(1. T he fifth model ha • .:; no pre(lietor var iables (p = 0), whieh implies a random 
walk for d ividends. 
available, t his model t akes over. At t he end of our sa mple the posterior probability of t he 
model wit h t"\vo forward equity yields incre..ase..'l from 0.:3:3 t o 0.60 , and t he random walk 
model changes from a probability of 0 .67 t o 0 .40. Note tha t t his change is not as large a s 
the change for dividend g:rmvth in the previous section, but it does suggest tha t forward 
equity yields have some value in predict ing consumption growth . 
\Ve t hen include the other t hree m odels with two regressors (t,vo bond yields, credit 
spread and short-maturity b ond yield , and credit sp read and div idend yield ) . T he results 
are presented in Figure 17. Recall t hat for all t he ot her predictors t he da t a exists for 
the whole sample per iod . The figure shmvs t hat for t he early part of the sample, t he 
p ost erior probability of t he other models increases substantially, and t he probability t ha t 
the forward equity yields model is t he correct one decreases to as low as 4.9%. After 
2002, when data for forwa rd equity yields becomes available this p robability more tha n 
doubles t o 12.8%. It t hereby outperforms bot h t he model with two b ond yields as well 
as the random walk model. However, given the success of the other models in the earlier 
p eriod, t he data sample of forward equity yields is too short to ou t perform t he models tha t 
include t he credit spread , in t he sense that these models a re assigned a higher posterior 
proba bility in 2011. 
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Figure 15: Pos terior probabilities o f the Bayesian model averaging approach: Dividends 
The gr aph diflpla:ys t he poflt.erior probabilities of two predictive models of annual dividend grm\1,h, usin g 
monthly d ata. The fi rst. model usffi two equity y ields (2-year a nd ;)-year) to predict dividend gTowt.h 
(p = 2) . The seeond moclel has no prediet.or variablffi (p = 0), \vhieh impliffi a random walk for cliviclemls. 
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Figure 16: Pos terior probabilities of the Bayesian model averag ing approach: Consumption 
The gr:tph display!'; t.he pof;t.er ior proh ahilit.ief; of t.wo predic:t.ive m ode]!'; of annn:1.l (:Onf;mnpt.ion growt.h, 
using monthly da.t.a. The fir st. model uses t.wo forwa.nl equity y ielcls (2-yE>.ar a.nd 5-yf'_;tr ) t.o prediet. dividend 
growth (p = 2). The seeond model has no p rediet.or va riablffi (p = 0), whieh impliffi a random walk for 
consumption . 
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Figure 17: Posterior probabilities of the Bayesian model averag ing approach: Consumption 
The graph displays the poster ior probabilities of five prediet.ive modele; of armua l consmnpt.ion growth, 
using monthly data. The first. four models all have two prediet.or variables (p = 2). The first. model 
uses two forwanl equity yields (2-yea.r and ;)-yea r) to predict cons mnpt.ion grmvt.h, the seeoml model uses 
two bond yields, the third model has the 2-year boml yield and the credit. spread, and t he fourt h mo(lel 
uses the dividend yield and the ere(lit. spread. The fifth model has no predictor variab les (p = 0), which 
implies a random walk for consumption. 
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A.2 Arithmetic vs Geometric Yields and Growth Rates 
As noted in the main text, we also compute summary statistics for arithmetic fonvard 
equity yields, defined as exp(e{,) - 1. The results are smnmari:.-;ed in Table 8. 
Maturity in years 1 2 ;{ 4 ;) 6 7 
S& P 500 Index (Oct 2002 - Mar 2011) 
:\lean -0.0224 -0.022:3 -0 .0248 -0.02;)6 -0.02;) 4 -0 .0248 -0.0246 
Stdev ().1110 0.08;)6 0 .058~) 0.0468 o.c>~m;) o.o:H8 o.o:n7 
::\Iedian -0.060~{ -0.0499 -0.0400 -O.O~W8 -o.o:3:m -0.0289 -0.024,) 
:\lin -0.1480 -0.1216 -0.121:{ -0.1019 -0.0969 -0.091;) -0.0852 
::\Ia .. -x: 0.42;)8 o.:H:~9 0 .2088 0.14;)7 o.n1a 0.0877 0.0720 
Eurostoxx 50 Index (Oct 2002- Mar 2011) 
mean 0.0:385 0.0421 0 .0261 O.Cl178 0.0127 0.0110 0.008:{ 
stdev 0.1898 0.1698 0.111;) 0.0811 ll.06:3;) 0.0;)27 0.0446 
median -0.0208 o.oo:~2 o .oo:n 0.0074 0.008:~ 0.0098 0.0()9;~ 
nnn -0.2125 -0.1749 -0 .1402 -0.1176 -lUO:n -0.09;)2 -0.0826 
ma .. -x: 0.7181 0.727;) 0.4,'):~8 o.:n9;) 0.2442 0.1962 0.161;) 
Nikke i 2 25 Index (Jan 2003- Mar 2011) 
IIH'-<tn -0.0171 -0.010;) -0 .0168 -0.0201 -0.0219 -0.022:3 -0.022:~ 
stdev 0.20:38 0.1715 0 .1190 0.091;) 0.07;)1 0.06~~9 0.0;)51 
median -0.();361 -(l.02;)0 -0 .0180 -0.0129 -ll.0100 -0.0090 -0.009;) 
nnn -0.2;)76 -0.2028 -0.1760 -0.1541 -0. 1 ~~86 -0. 12~~:3 -0.1096 
ma .. -x: 0.79;)0 0.7084 0 .44:~4 0.2996 0.2210 0.1707 lU:371 
Table tl: Smmnary statist ics forward equity y iel<i<; us ing arithmetic (as opposed to geometric) yields. 
Finally, in Table 9 we report predictive regression results of arithmetic d ividend gro·wth 
rates on lagged arithmetic forward equity yields: 
(29) 
S&P ;)00 EuroStoxx ;)0 ::-Jikkei 22,') 
n /3n t -st atif>i,ic R2 f3n t-st atistic R2 /3n t-statistic R2 
1 0.91 7.;)2 75% 1.04 8.01 74% 0.67 ;).06 6;)% 
2 1.11 ;).84 68% l.L) 7.24 70% 0.8:3 ;) .;)6 6;)% 
~{ 1.:36 5.02 ;)7% L);) 6.9:3 68% 1.08 ;) .66 64% 
4 L)9 4.4;) ;)1% UJ;) 6.47 64% 1.~~2 ,'),;)6 64% 
i) 1.75 :t90 45% 2.29 6.1:3 61% L')6 ;).4~~ 6:~% 
Table 9: P redietahility of annual div idend growth (arithmetic) by lagged forward equity y ields, using 
univariate regressions with one forward equity yield of maturity n on the right. hand side. \Ve use 
arithmetic growth rates and yields. The t -statif>i. ics are computed using Hansen Rodrick (1980) st andard 
errors. 
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